DEPENDABLE LAUNDRY SOLUTIONS

YOUR GUEST LAUNDRY DURING
COVID-19

While your guest laundry equipment is not getting the use it normally would, we
have put together some hints and tips to keep your guest laundry running as
smoothly as possible during this situation.
All of these suggestions will work for any brand of commercial washers and dryers
but please ensure you make all decisions inline within current government
guidelines.

How to maintain your laundry equipment for essential use:
Is your facility providing accommodation for essential personnel? Now is the time
to increase cleanliness to reduce any chance of spreading nasties.

Ensure your guest laundry is frequently disinfected – including the machines,
handles and control panels as well as all surfaces within the laundry room.
Put signage in the room to ensure guests are using best hygiene practices,
physical distancing from one another and not staying in the laundry room but
rather loading and leaving the washing.
If your laundry equipment has previously only been connected to cold water,
now is the time to change that. A hot wash will always perform the best clean,
so please ensure all washers are connected to a running reliable hot water
system and providing a hot wash for each cycle.
Recommend all guests use the dryer – the heat from the dryer will help kill most
germs so a load from a hot wash into a hot dry cycle will provide the greatest
chance of disinfection.
Run your washing machines through a frequent HOT deep clean bleach cycle
to keep your washing machines insides as clean as possible.
Wear gloves and other recommended PPE when emptying and counting coins
from money boxes for you and your staffs health.
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How to hibernate your laundry equipment for a closed laundry:
If you have to close your guest laundry room for a longer period of time, it might
be worth hibernating your laundry equipment until you are ready to re-open it.

Run your washing machine through a Deep Clean Hot Wash cycle with bleach
to give the machine a good clean out.

Please fill out the below questions so we can provide your tailored

Remove kick panel on Front Load Washer and Stack units to access drain pump
and open to drain all water from sitting inside machine and getting stagnant.

Premier Maintenance Membership Pricing:

Turn off water supply taps to washing machines.
Leave washer doors and soap drawers open for 7 days to air out and prevent
moisture build up inside in the machine.
After allowing machines to air out, close all doors and dispensers to keep the
inside of your machines clean.
Remove power to all units to prevent power wastage from units being on
stand-by.
Turn off Gas Supply to machines
Check dryer gravity vents are closing properly to prevent any vermin etc from
trying to enter the units while they're not operational.

Just like when you leave your car in the driveway for a long time, you should start it
every so often, your laundry is the same.
If your laundry is going to be shut down for a long period of time, we recommend
running your washers through a cycle every 2-3 months to keep everything turning
inside the machine before airing it out and then closing the unit up as per above
steps.
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How to re-open your guest laundry after a period of shutdown
When its time to open back up, there are a few simple things you can do to make
sure your washers and dryers are running well and ready for use again.

Inspect inlet hoses to ensure no kinks, splits or wear and tear. Check and clean
any hoses or tap filters. Check and clean inlet valves to ensure they are not
clogged up
Clean and ensure any coin slides are free of grime and build up for smooth

Please fill out the below questions so we can provide your tailored

operation

Premier Maintenance Membership Pricing:

Check and clean washing machine dispenser drawers, removing build up and
flushing with hot water if required.
Make sure drain hose and drain are free of build up and free flowing
Check belts for wear and tear and replace if necessary
Check and clean dryer venting to ensure no build up of lint or vermin having
built nest etc in the venting while the unit was unused.
Remove dryer front panels and inspect/clean inside unit again ensuring no
build up of lint, junk or other foreign objects.
If you have an open laundry room, ensure you remove the machine panels and
check for any vermin, lizards or other critters that may have made a home
inside the machine over the shutdown period - They will often make a nest
inside your machine, which when powered back up fries them and can short
out your machine.

If you need help with any of these steps we are happy to talk you through the
steps over the phone or are available to come out and provide a maintenance
service to get your machines re-started and ready to go.
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